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OFFICE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN RESOURCES

I. Introduction

This program strategy in education revises and updates thIt
of June 1971. Although it covers essentially the sarc c"

activity, it deals more witn strategic aims, plans and effort
and somewhat less with tactics - specific projects and action:-.
The latter will be spelled out in some detail in the program
submission.

However, even the program submission will have to be indic-
ative rather than definitive. The reason for this is &hat the
activities of the past year (longer in the case of educaclonal
technology) have been designed primarily Lo provide cdnceps,
knowledge and experience upon which to set our course for ',Ile no,:t
several years.

A rigorous review and evaluation of all cur projects in edu-
cational technology is scheduled for this summer and fall. From
this, we expect to derive insights with regard to additional
needs in techLical assistance, research and institutional
development.

Our one major project in non-formal education has been in
operation for only a year. We shall be reviewing in June the
results of nine studies which are in progress by the Michian
State University. However, the summer of 1972 will be a period
of intense activity, and it may not be possible to fully define
our program in this field until September or October.

The situation is substantially the same in educational
finance and measurement. While the Parvard project is showing
great promise, its efforts at concel.tualizing and defining
methodologies and research requiremc.ats will not have fully
matured for perhaps another six months.

This is not to suggest that we are not in position to lay
out our strategic plans or to indicate reasonably specific, pro-
gram actions. It does indicate that we are hesitant at this
time to make final judgments about project activities which
should have priority, in view of the sharp limitaidon of
resources allocated for education and human resources
development.
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II. Background

The Office of Education and Human Resources c,mpleted !iskey problem analysis in May 197, and the analysis --T -vedby the AID Technical Assistanc- Executive Committee in July ".70.

The key problem
identification process took place over aperiod of a year, in consultations

throughout the Agency, withexternal author.ties and with LDC educational leaders. Scoresof problems were considered, seven of which were documented forconsideration of the TAEC. Three of the eight were judged bythe TAEC to be of the highest priority for the LDCs and AID.These were educational technology, non-formal educaticn andeducational finance and measurement.

Four of the seven areas were excluded because lf_mo71:1-of resources made sharp concentration necessary. It !,?, f.lrer-esting, and perhaps significant, however, that after two yearsseveral of these four areas have emerged as among the highestpriorities for both LDCs and development assistance agencies:education and employment; enhancement of the role of women indevelopment; the role of the university in development; newemphases on teacher education,

This problem identification and selection proces<', was thefirst phase of our general strategy for contributing t: c,duce-tional development.

The second phase of our strategy was to prepare ActionPrograms and Work Plans for each area, in consultation withinternal AID Task Forces and with the advice of externalconsultants. The rubric for each Action Program and WorkPlan in each problem area is as follows:

(1) statement of the problem (not AID's problem);

(2) identification of major obstacles to its solution;

(3) examine extent and ways LDC's are trying to cope withthe problem;

(4) present and/or prospective role of AID;

(5) present and/or prospective role of other developmentassistance agencies;

(6) numan and organizational
resources available to AID;

(7) involvement of Regional Bureaus, AID Missions and LDCs;



(8) design significant research efforts;

(9) identify or create field pilot or experimental projects,
and

(10) encourage and assist in establishment of full-scale
field projects.

Although the first two phases of this general +.,,'s.tegy
continue to evolve, major emphasis is now sh:Iftf. t=1'
phase: fostering significant activity in research, rx-1-r::e!ta-
tion and implementation of projects in the key TIrcbly'l e-.s by
AID, the LDCs and other assistance agencies. This invcl-les:

(a) Mobilization of resources through which tc dc,-1,
better understanding of the key problem areas, and to icrify
and test the various problem-solving options.

(b) Facilitating the exchange of such en erh2r0-.-1
base among those concerned, including the offic:..". Inlectual
communities of the LDC and dr,nor nations, the mul-:.1 Yra .ss'';-
tance agencies, and a wide range of interested inaiv_e.aa:
institutions.

(c) Rendering assistance, directly by AID or by institutional
intermediaries, to host country problem-solving efforts in the
key problem areas.

The following program strategy submission indicates our
progress to date and the principal efforts envisaged fcr the
next two years.

III. Definitions of Terms

The terminology of development tends to be ambiguous; there
is not even a general concensus as to a proper definition of
development itself.

This observation is particularly true in the terminology of
education. We have therefore undertaken to define t'fe principal
terms used in this submission in an attempt to establish a better
understanding of our intended meaning:

A. Strategy: A general plan of action designed to achieve a
defined objective with the resources available, or to gain a more
advantageous position from which to seek that objective.

B. Objective: To assist the developing countries in providing
more useful education and information, for more people, at costs
the countries can afford to pay.
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C. Education: Any form or mode of learning which enhances
the quality of life of the individual and/or enables him to
contribute more effectively to his society.

D. Educational Technology: Devices for deliverinp, incorril-
tional and educational materials, and a set of methoc1/4,'-o-'.0,..

organizing the content and conduct of the teaching a!, 'z--rnin::
process.

E. Non-Formal Education: All forms of purposefully conducted
education outside the formal, graded school system.

F. Educational Finance Measurement: The process of identifying
and evaluating alternative methods of financing education, auLl. of
measuring the efficiency of an educational system.

G. Education Sector: Those activities which are colriucte,' ier
the primary purpose of providing learning opportuniti'-.

H. Human Resources: In a humanistic sense, human resources are
people - everybody. However, from a development standpoint, human
resources can more properly be defined as peole who have the knowledge,
skills, motivation and opportunity to contribute constructively to
their society, or who have the potential for acquiring these attributes.

IV. Purpose Policy and Resources of the Office of Education and
Human Resources

A. Purpose and Policy

The primary purpose of this Office may be briefly stated
as follows: to provide professional leadership and technical
assistance to the other elements of AID in the design and ccnduct
of education and human resource program activities.

However, an important secondary purpose of the Office
is to contribute to the knowledge and understanding of the world
community concerned with education in the developing countries,
development assistance agencies, intermediary assistance institu-
tions and the LDCs.

To serve these purposes the Office considers that the
most important of its functions are to:

1. Provide professional leadership within AID for
identification and definition of a limited number of key problems
in education and human resource development in the LDCs.

2. Mobilize AID staff and external resources (through
consultants, GTS contracts, research and institutional development
grants) to undertake investigation, experimentation and project
implementation in the selected key problem areas.



3. Establish effective linkages through the ';egl(nal
Bureaus and Missions with LDC leaders and institutions responsi-
ble for education and human resource development. Make resources
available to cooperate with them in defining their educational
priorities, rescurces and constraints, and in developing strate-
gies or major elements of strategies for educational development.

4. Establish effective linkages with other
and multilateral assista_;:e agencies to assure e-
informatioli and ideas c: education and human rescur,,
ment problems and progro,..s, and to coordinate activ.
the maximum practicable degree.

The general policy of the Office is to concentrate i s tr,enti,n
and efforts upon a limited number of critical proble-s for , a
solution, partial solution or even a cign:fice.J.t dcb!..:2 s:

would represent a substantial gain in rv,t,.icnal
In keeping with this policy, we have identified th "'".' al
problems as being: (1) !pore effective use of cduc'
logy, (2) development of non-formal educati-% fcr
populations, and (3) identification of alt*: native - Fs
and reduction of unit costs of higher quality eddcaU,T.

However, the term "human resources" is considerably broader
than these three key problem areas and must be dealt with as a
multi-sector problem. We are now in the process of defining it
in that way, and our progress will be indicated in a later
section of this paper.

This cluster of interrelated problems is central to edli-.:aton
and human resources development in every LDC; the LDCs arc receptive
to assistance from the U.S. in these areas; and, although the U.S.
does not have definitive answers to these problems, its professional
and technical knowledge of them compares favorably with that of
any other country.

In FY 1972, we phased out support for a number of important
but, for us, marginal activities: library development, book
procurement improvement, Teach Corps activities, science educa-
tion, and self instructional techniques for teachers of Englis.:..

Consequently, essentially all of the staff and fintincial
resources contemplated by this program strategy will be invested
in progress on these four problem areas.

B. Staff Resources

To provide the services envisaged in this submission, the
Office is substantially better situated now than it was a year ago:
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Direct Hire Staff: By the beginning of FY 1972, we
will have nine professional staff members, as against six a
year ago. With the phasing out of lower priority projects, 9
higher percentage of staff time can be devoted to the
problem areas.

The largest has been in educational technolc-y, where
we have moved from one professional staff member to -:wee.
is in recognition of the fact that, thus far, our inv, ".ments in
that area are much larger than in the other two. Th- approximate
allocation of our staff resources is as follows: Pr,,,gram

ment and direction 1.5; Educational technology "3; '1'...-f'_rT1%.?.

education1.5;Educational finance and measurement 1; liumall !e:,cur,ses
development1.5;Information materials, media e.nd .7.

This, however, is an incomplete picture of
staff resources of AID/W. There are twenty ,'ductitthe

Regional Bureaus (LA - 5; Asia - 5; Africa-7, .82, CA. -

Our relations with them are reciprocal:
request, with professional and technical advice and ar.:113t:_:

on programs for which tney have responsibiliV; thry, in
provide us with assistance in screening, selecting and evalua'ing
projects and program emphases, and in facilitating contacts ,17
our staff and contract institutions with field Missions and II)Cs.
Moreover, there are now some 65 education officers in 35 AID
in the field. Increased interaction with them will be
in Section X.

Finally, a very large fraction of the t&tal AID staff,
from the Administrator e in, have both professional competenof-
and wide experience it .cational development.

Consultants: We now have 6 active consultants and ?
in process of being appointed. In contemplation of more opportu-
nities for technical assistance to the developing countries, this
group will be expanded and given better balance.

In FY 1973, we shall experiment with utilization of
consultants in a group for three month period. This "summer seminar"
of five consultants will be in educational technology, but if it
Droves productive, we may propose extending it to the other key
problem areas.

Contract and Grant Personnel: By far the largest increment
to our resources during the past year has derived from our technical
services contracts, and from an institutional development grant.
For example, there are now over twenty people significantly involved

of our contracts and supplementation of 211(d) grants, this resource
can be increased even farther.

in our non-formal education project at Michigan State, although we
fund only a small fraction of the number. By appropriate modification



A two day seminar involving all contractor and gran-,ee
institutions was conducted in March 1972. This prnwd so
productive that it will be continued annually.

External Advisory Group: Such groups have 1,r,en formed
and function in each key problem area. These have provd :.-rti-
cularly useful and can be varied simply by invitati,re:.1
procedure.

Internal Task Forces: Each key problem are%
disciplinary Task Force drawn from within the Agency.

Inter-Bureau Coordinating Committee on Educatl,:n:
Committee is composed of the senior Education Advis.r.
Regional Bureau and the staff of the Offi;:c-
Human Resources. The Director of the Offite serves a:
This Committee has proved highly liseful in sereching, rev ,Y
and evaluating all inter-regional projects, well
iating general agency polity in education.

Conferences and Seminars: These have been
successfully in all the key problem areak.

In short, to flirther develop and implement our general strategy
our staff has a' _ doubled and our contractor resources :aye
increased by at . :ast ten-fold in the past year.

V. General Strategy

A. The Problem: to provide more useful education and '..nf--na-
tion, for a great many nore people, at costs a developing
can bear.

B. Strategy

As defined earlier, our general strategy is two-fold:
(1) to assist the developing countries in finding better answers
to their problems in key educational areas, and (2) Lo gain a
more advantageous position from which to help them :P effe 'vely
in the future.

During the past two years this Office, through its staff,
consultants and institutional contractors has provided technical
assistance or consultation to Regional Bureaus and in some twenty
of the developing countries. During the same period we have
funded twelve U.S. institutions to provide technical services
or build a better knowledge base in all our key problem a-eas
and in other activities. (Stanford University, Harvard University,
Michigan State University, Florida State University) George
Washington University, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
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Academy for Educational Development, National Science Fe'' alien,National Education Association, America.-. Library Ass-1$%-_-7,
Franklin Book, Inc. and the U.S. Office of Educ'tt:e2.

We believe both elements of this st.:ateg7
but they have not been sufficient and their relati':n.=1:-- t:each other must change. One of the insufficiences has clerl'_vdfrom the sheer limitation of funds. Another has resulted from
inadequate knowledge of the key problem areas. A third, resulting
in part from the other tw,, is that a very large fraction of ourefforts has been noncentrwl,ed in the United State:. Our strategy
for the ftrture is that as rapidly as possible the foci:, Df action
will be shifted to the developing countries themse_vP-.

Our experience of the past two years, c71.1:1-'
analytical studies by other assistance agencies ani -----tions of the LDCs, has reinforced our judgmm of
importance of the key problems selected. Al' three, ave
with a strongly affirmative response by many LDCs. r.:rne
of the priorities we identified has been selected for specal
attention by many other bilateral and mul-ilateral assistance
agencies.

Within AID, there has been a perceptible shi2._ 2f
education programs to the key problem areas. The in:nr---.
understanding and readiness to work in these areas 'y vc.rious
components of the Agency are basic ingredients .ra
planning for progress in these fields.

One of the critical factors in any strategy is that the
resources available must bear some reasonable relationship tc
the goals to be achieved. During the past two years OUT funds,
though limited, have been reasonably adequate.

By concentrating our efforts in three areas relatively
new to AID (and to other development assistance agencies) a -:e-riod
of conceptualization and investigation was required. Fex ins-,Itu-tions or individuals were available with knowledge of
areas should be approached. Moreover, the LDCs were even mcYe
lacking in knowledge, or even awareness, than ourselves.

But these conditions are rapidly changing. Useful
knowledge in each of the key problem areas is growing; the interests
of many LDCs have been kindled and opportunities to assist them are
multiplying. As a consequence, implementation of o-, strategy forthe key problem areas will require an increasing investment 1:y AID.

This does not necessarily imply a large inerease in
inter-regional funds for education and human resources, ',how,h
some increase is indicated. It does imply that the Agency should
be prepared to encourage, support and fund a variety of well-
conceived research, institutional development and technical assis-
tance projects in the key problem areas. Otherwise, the resources
available measured against the problems to be solved will be insuf-
ficient to produce significant strategic gains.



VT. Education Sect:, := Analysis and Strategy

The current concept of sector analysis as applied to edu-cation is relatively new and not yet fully undestcod. Howevt,r,
over the years AID has made many less rigorous and systematle
efforts at assessment of educational systems, priorities an
strategies for individual countries. We are, therefere,
entirely without useful experience in turnin.F. to .--
cept of global and country sector strategy in e2,-.=_].01.

The few recent analyses which have been made ar--3 r:
manly aggregations of incomplete quantitative data ani more
or less subjective judgments regarding quality, relevance
costs.

The largest number, perhaps fifteen, have been r:ade ly
UNESCO teams at the instigation of I3RD. Rven thes,2 have
made more with a view to determining the wisdom. of , d_n=1--,:-
ment loan than as a basis for strategic planning an,.
Nevertheless, we have established links with U:JEST r,%d ---7
that we may pool our knowledge and, perhaps, undcrtaxe
sector analysis in specific countries.

The experience of the United States does not yield a great
deal useful to the developing countries, since the U.S. does not
have a national system of education. Indeed, we do not even
have state systems except in a fragmentary and haphazard :":2.y.
Although we have always had school "systems" they have seldom
been examined from a systems analysis point of view,

There are several valid reasons for this. The most im-
portant "outputs" of the schools are extremely difficult or
impossible to "measure." The real outcomes of the learning
experience are usually not known for years - perhaps decades -
after the experience has occurred. Cognitive learning can be
tested only approximately and affective learning almost not
at all.

Current efforts in certain LW to measure the relevanc,,,
quality, and cost-effectiveness of education by subseJ.uent
employment and income tend to overlook the fact that, these
factors are more a function of the job market than they are of
the educational experience.

Education is probably less of a sector (or system) than
most other areas of activity denoted as sectors. It is first
and foremost a highly social and political rather than economic
institution. Virtually all the basic policies in education are
determined externally, usually by people having few profrio-.71
qualifications in the field.



Education as officially defined and conducted is only
one important piece of a vast and complex apparatus for learning.
Recent research seems to demonstrate that out-of-school learning
experience conditions learning outcomes in-school more than does
the in-school experience.

Perhaps most important of all, education assumes real and
visible meaning only at those points where it intersects with
other "sectors" - in the performance and behavior of individuals
in situations which have nothing whatever to do with "education."
In other words, education is a process, not a product.

However, education can be defined as a sector and much
value may be derived from sector analysis which provides better
facts and analyses as a basis for decision and action. There
are many important problems it can help solve without necessary
reliance upon such methodologies as linear programming and input-
output matrices.

Our strategy for formulating a global sector strategy for
education consists of the following elements:

1. Learning what we can from the past experience of AID,
UNESCO, IBRD and other development assistance app-^'-e that have
done sector analysis in education.

2. Learning what we can from sector analysis and strategy
efforts in other fields, such as agriculture. We have arranged
for joint consultations with the professional educators and agri-
cultural economists at Michigan State University in early June.
We shall examine carefully the sector analyses in agriculture
that have been done in Brazil, Colombia and other developing
countries.

3. Concrete conceptualization of the elements which
should enter into education sector analysis and study of
feasibility and validity. In doing this we shall consult
expert systems analysts as well as educators.

1. Hands-on experience in three or four countries to
test our concepts and techniques.

5. Invest in research and development which seem
reasonably likely to produce new knowledge and methodology.

We do not see formulation of global sector strategy as
proceeding separately from country sector strategy. Although
they are different, they are inter-related and it would seem
sensible to test and validate them against each other.



Given the emphasis which the Agency properly is giving
to sector analysis and strategy, and the comparatively primi-
tive state of the art, we do not regard this as an area which
can be developed entirely through Agency Staff and experiencealone. We therefore propose to act in concert with PPC and
the Regional Bureaus in mobilizing the necessary external
resources.

VII. Key Problem Areas - General

As previously indicated, experience thus far indicates
that the choice of key problem areas in education was sound.
Indeed, recognition of the critical importance of these areas
has grown more rapidly than we could have envisaged two yearsago.

Howeve;-, with experience, our perceptions of their elemensand dimensions have changed significantly. Educatjonal tec'-l-
nology has broadened in conception and scope; both -bf-7,:are and
hardware systems have continued to improve and col:rrry 'projects
of potentially great importance are increasing in =ter.

Non-formal education has taken on substantially more
importance as the Agency has re-defined its assistance goalsof helping improve the quality of life for people in the
developing countries. The studies being developed by Michigan
State University for AID indicate a variety of concepts and
operational possibilities which were not fully perceived ayear ago. With the growing recognition of LDCs that develop-
ment means not just growth of GNP but more employment (broadly
defined), better income distribution, better health, nutrition
and more effective population

control, non-formal education isseen as a key element in achieving all these things. In fact,
it may well be that, as in educational technology, more will
be expected of non-formal education than it can del4ver - at
least in the immediate future.

Educational finance and measurement continues to be a
crucial problem in all forms of education, and in many ways is
the most difficult to conceptualize or act upon. Educationalfinance is an overwhelmingly political as well as educational
problem. Analytical techniques and instruments are slowly
being designed or improved. Perhaps the greatest innovationin this problem area would be for the LDCs to use effectively
the knowledge and instruments which already exist.



But the greatest single difficulty we have encountered
is the making of a practical, working synthesis of the three
key problem areas. They obviously are not discrete p-o:.0-s
but a cluster of closely inter-related problems. Chr
we have found no single country or field project in which it
has been possible to deal with them as integrated elements
of a larger problem. Perhaps Korea, El Salvador and Ivory
Coast will prove to be opportunities for this kind of unified
effort.

A primary element of our strategy for FY 1973-74 will be
to find or help create situations in which our knowledge in
the three areas can simultaneously be applied and enhanced.

12.
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VIII. Key- Problem Areas - Specific

We nave developed for each of the key problem areas a
relatively more specific strategy which, we believe, is con-
sistent with our overall strategy in education. However,
these strategies are not fixed and will continue to evolve
from year to year as new knowledge and experience indicate.In each case there are four pivotal elements: (1) the
interest, knowledge and commitments of the LDCs, (2) the
state of the art, (3) activities of other assistance 1-..ncfes,
and (4) resources available to AID.

Likewise, in each case) there are three &t.rat-',:-
(1) strengthening -.DC capabil:.ttes, (2) strengthen, ,g
capabilities, and (3) facilitating and sppoorting
action between them in solving problems.

A. Educational Technology

1. The Problem: To develop and apply traditions:'
and new instructional devices and methodologies to achievr-
better quality of education for more people at acce-a1)1,:
costs.

The educational objectives sought are of two
types: (1) education for developing general intellectual
capacities and skills (as is typically the case in schools);
(2) education for achieving certain social development goals
- for example, that required for the effective implementation
of health, nutritional, family planning, and agricultural
development programs.

2. Potentials for Development: Evidence is ac-
cumulating that communications technology does have very im-
portant potentials for development. Used effectively,
educational technology can improve education in schools at
acceptable costs, reduce the isolation of rural populations,
reach large numbers of people with useful learning experiences,
convey modernizing ideas and build awareness of and participa-tion in the achievement of national goals. But there is no
evidence that such things can be done instantly or even quickly.
The great promise of communications technology lies in the
prospect that these things can be done at all.

This observation is not a pessimistic assess-
ment. Educational technology deeply involves complex physical
equipment and even more complex factors in human learning and
social behavior. Our knowledge of how to establish purposeful



links between them remains essentially primitive and
experimental. However, during the past decade, very
substantial progress has been made in communications
"hardware," and research has thrown significant light on
modes of learning and how these are reflected in behavior.
While no dramatic breakthroughs can be anticipated at this
time, it is reasonable to expect that the next decade will
produce important new technology and more efficient ways
of applying it in achieving development objectives.

Within educational systems, educational tech-
nology has demonstrated, in a few places, that it car. be a
powerful instrument for educational reform, introducdn new
educational concepts, more relevant subject matter, new
approaches to teaching and learning and new forms of manage-
ment of educational resources.

Outside the formal school system, communica-
tions technology has a great potential for reaching
numbers of people with useful learning experiences w4_7in
regard to such "quality of life" problems as agricul4,ure.
health, nutrition, family planning and community action.

One great potential of this technology is that,
it can reach people where they live and work; it can use as
one of its vehicles the art, music and drama of the national
or regional language and culture; it can make learning more
relevant, useful and enjoyable.

But the barriers to the realization of this
potential are formidable.

There are only sketchy and inconclusive data
available on the costs and effectiveness of communications
technology for development. We have no tested models in the
U.S. or in other developed countries for export and applica-
tion. We have little experience with large systems applica-
tions which demonstrate effectiveness and economies-of-scale.
Technological breakthroughs which would significantly
increase effectiveness or reduce costs are unpredictable.
Many developing countries are weak in two of the cincial
elements, effective application of new technology and ef-
fective management of new systems.



Nevertheless, the options available for educa-
tional development are sharply limited.

The present education systems of the LDCs are
clearly failing in providing the kind and quantity of educa-
tion and information necessary to achieve an acceptable rate
of development. Of the alternatives available, educational
technology appears one of the most promising in helping the
LDCs achieve their educational and informational goals.

There is a growing number of countries whcl-
have made, or are making, firm, long-term commitments to
educational technology as a major instrument of devrlen--,,
for both in-school and out-of-school applications. Amcnv.
these are Brazil, Fl Salvador, Colombia, Kenya, Ivory Cost,
Thailand, and Korea. The experience of these count:r:c:s will
be crucial in establishing a knowledge base :11 whia other
developing countries can buila.

AID is participatlng in all these pioneering efforts.

3. Strategy: Our strategy in educational technola47 ;s
based on the following set of principles:

(1) Focusing on pilot projects which may contribute
to major breakthroughs in educational systems;

(2) Providing qualified professionals to help make
these pilot efforts effective.

(3) Assisting in the development of programs that are
problem-oriented, not communications-media-oriented. The techno-
logy is designed to work toward solving key problems rather than
searching for uses of available technology;

(4) Assisting in the development of professional
competence on the part of LDC personnel, with particular stress
on systems-oriented project planning, project administration,
quality content, careful evaluation, and planning for continuing
innovation;

(5) Promoting and utilizing cost effectiveness studies
of multi-purpose communications systems.

If educational systems which make effective use of instruc-
tional technologies are to come into being, they must meet certain
exacting criteria, among which are the following:

IL

(a) systematic, integrated to achieving
the objectives of the system, one which takes seriously into
account the interaction of the crucial elements in a system which
affect the attainment of those objectives;
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(b) excellence in the planning of every keyelement of such systems;

(c) a system design in which continued evolutionis inherent, based on empirical measures of learning effectLveness,and

(d) objective evaluation and assessment of com-
parative effectiveness, institutional viability, and cost.

Our overall effort, then, is essentially a research
and development program, directed toward assisting theLDCs todevise, try out, perfect, and evaluate systems which hold signi-ficant promise.

In order to provide such aid, we will continue to ac*:.at five levels:

- Istitutiorrlent, both in the LDCs
and in U.S. institutions with the capacity for
training and research.

- Support of research and of evaluation.

- Preparation and distribution of basic information
on educational technology concepts and practice.

- Development of 12 proved strategies for educational
communications in development.

- Stimulation of and assistance to key field projects.

4. asergItthenir: Reference has already
been made to the increase in the professional staff ofTA/EHR inthis key problem area. A better measure, however, of increasing
AID capability is found in the fact that the Agency is now
supporting 37 projects in communications and educational techno-logy for a total investment of over $21 million, and involving
nine U.S. institutions and one multilateral agency. This contrastswith 14 projects for a total of $4.5 million in 1970. (These pro-
jects are discussed in detail in the 1972 AID report to the Congress
on Section 220 of the Foreign Assistance Act).

Here we shall deal only with development of U.S. knowledge
and institutional capability managed by the Technical AssistanceBureau, or with Regional Bureau projects in which TA /DiR and its
contractors have an important advisory role.



The Academy for Educational Development

AID has three contracts with the Academy for Educational
Development, to achieve a variety of objectives in the field of
educational technology:

Project 1 involves:

(1) Th, estaolishment of priority areas for scientific
research and development on the uses of educational technolop,y 'or
application in developing countries;

(2) The assessment of the educational effectiveess
cost implications of various alternative communications a, tcmc
including those using satellites, when applied to ss;
and,

(3) The development of strategies for the application
electronic communications systems to areas such as agriculture,
nutrition, population and communi.ty development.

These studies are now nearing completion and the results
of all of them will be available early in 1973.

Project 2 involves:

(1) Preparation of a handbook on educational technology;

(2) Production of a film on educational technology in the
LDCs.

(3) Design and conduct of several seminars/workshops on
educational technology within developing countries; and

(4) Development of a Washington-based Information Center
on Instructional Technologx_for Development.

Handbook - The handbook is designed to serve as an intro-
duction to educational technology for administrators in developing
countries and A.I.D. Mission personnel who wish to investigate the
question of how educational technology might be helpful in solving
specific educational problems in which they have an interest.

Film - The film's purpose is to encourage policymakers in
developing countries to investigate the possibility of harnessing
technology (particularly classroom television) to education in
order to improve the quality and effectiveness of instruction. A
main point made by the film, and the idea behind its production,
is not only that instructional technology can improve learning, but
that certain countries may require something as exciting as TV to
arouse interest in basic educational change as against mere enrichment.



The handbook and film have been translated into Frenc'land Spanish and have been field tested in cooperation with theSoutheast Asia Ministers of Education Council Later this yearthey will be given similar trials in Latin America and Africa.

Project 3 involves:

Evaluation of the educational and cost effecIvenessthe El Salvador ITV Program, and in addition, a reco:of its development.
From this evaluation it is hope( -1(rz1r,-;can be determined which are needed to improve and benitEl Salvador project and its expansion, and second, the plannL'i ofeducational technology applications in other A.I.D. programs inother countries.

This project, begun in July 1968, is vmtering irs fl,,,;phase during which there will be a fourth year of testi,ig :agathering followed by the preparation of analyses and rrs,_ol--cn.--: )nsof value to other countrIrs interested in utilizing nev-,t'^-,'technology for national
educational reform.

In order to take advantage of the professional ski11_, andknowledge of other institutions in carrying out these projects, theAcademy has entered into sub-contracts with the Massachuetts insti-tute of Technology,
George Washington University and the AbtAssociates. It has also relied heavily upon experts from Harvard,Stanford, Drexel and other institutions.

Florida State University

Under the authority of Section 211(d) of the "AA, AID madein May 1971 a five-year grant of $1 million to Florida State Universityto provide a major developing
country focus within the FSU Center forEducational Technology (CET). The goal of the Center is to maintaina position in the forefront of the development of educational techno-logy and of its application to educational problems faced by develop-ing communities and natims around the world. Educational technologyat the Florida State University includes: planning, design, andimplementation of complex instructional systems and of educationalmanagement systems; educational measurement and evaluation; designand development of multimedia and

self-instructional materials; andplanning of instructional facilities and the allocation of educationalresources.

Although CET is based on the Florida State Universitycampus, it is establishing links with institutions in developingcountries for research,
training, experimentation and applicationof instructional technology. The philosophy of the Center (and ofAID) is that there is no substitute for engaging the problems ofeducational development in partnership with the developing countries,in the environment where the problems occur.
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In keeping with this principla., the CET has formed an
International Advisory Panel, made up of outst,nding educators and
communications authorities from the United States, Europe an
the developing countries. This Panel is convened annually to
review the Center's activities in educational research and
technology and to provide timely iribrmation and advice on
educational problems facing developing countries. The Panel
was convened for the first time in July 1971 and held its second
annual meeting April 10-11, 1972.

Although managed by the CET, the Panel provides valuable
advice and guidance to A.I.D. with regard to the evolving potential.,,
problems and experience with instructional technology worldwide.

Stanford University

The goal of this research project is to advance the
of knowledge on the comparative cost - effectiveness, and on t.e ovc-11'
educational effects, of systems using different instru(Aional .4,_zY1',-
logies which vary in their cost and in their administrative complexity.
It will emphasize the study of systems which are relatively low in
cost and in administrative complexity.

It is intended that the results would be useful to the
decision-making process in:

(a) AID and other external assistance agencies, in
determining what levels and kind of support is warranted for protects
involving various instructional technologies in the less developed
countries;

(b) Less developed countries, in deciding what uses to make
instructional technology, and

(c) Researchers and research-sponsoring agencies, in deciding
upon key questions that still need answering, applications that need
testing, and methodologies that are promising for studies of -Instruction-
al technologies in less developed countries.

Field research and experimental work is being concentrated
in Mexico. However, it will deal with uses of television and its
lower cost alternatives outside Mexico. Among those of special
interest to developing countries:

(a) Television as a vehicle of educational reform, as in
El Salvador, Samoa, Niger, and now the Ivory Coast.

(b) Television as a device to extend the school beyond
the boundaries of classroom and campus -- as in Mexico, or combined
with correspondence study, as in Japan, Bavaria, Poland, and the
"Open University" of the United Kingdom.
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(c) Radio as a device to extend the school -- as
in Kenya, Japan, and Australia, where it is combined with cone,-
pondence study, and as in Mexico, where it is not.

(d) Radiovision as a device to supply needed Lontent to
schooin or to teach out of school -- as in Malawi, Central African
Republic, Niger, and Senegal.

(e) Radio as a device to provide needed additional cco',ent
for schools -- as in Thailand or Zaire.

The research will produce several kinds of reports:

(1) The telesecundaria_in Mexico.

(2) Thsraaiorirco.

(3) Instructional television as a vehicle of educationa'
reform in the developing,. countries -- combining evidence from Samoa,
Niger, and El Salvador.

(4) Instructional television and radio
extending the school -- combining evidence from Mexico, Bavairj.n,
Japan, Kenya, and elsewhere.

as devices for

(5) Radio and radiovision as alternatives to instructional
television -- combining evidence from Mexico, Thailand, and sovo-r
African and Latin American countries.

(6) The methodology of instructional cross-media comparisons.

(7) The methodology_of instructional media case studies.

(8) A framework for cost-effectiveness analyses.

(9) Economic aspects of Instructional television as a
vehicle of educational reform. (Must await cost analyses)

(10) Economic as ects of lower-cost alternatives to instruc-
tional television. Must await cost analyses)

5. Stren thenin the Ca abilities of the Develo in Countries:
There is no sharp line of demarkation between strengthening the capa-

bilities of U.S. institutions and strengthening those of the develop-
ing countries. As has already been pointed out, effective interaction
between them is essential if an improved capability is to be achieved
in either.

The rationale used for treating them separately is the
location of the primary institutional base for action. This section
deals with A.I.D. supported activities in which the main focus of
action is in the developin countries, and under the leadership ofdeveloping country institutions.ions.
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Although A.I.D. has directly or indirectly supported
educational technology activities in a large number of countrlo,.
those described below are those which are on a substantial sc.1
give promise of important results and provide proving grounds
the testing of systems which, with modifications, may be effectfveiy
applied in other countries.

El Salvador

El Salvador is in the third year of its educational refo,m,
a pioneering effort to rapidly reform the objective,, content, ye
methods of education, initially at the junior secondary lAt-,c1.
intensive use of instructional television systematically cc
with curriculum reform, newly written materials, :eacher rear
and evaluation. As of January 1972, a majority of th2 atIcrr
junior secondary students (aLout 60,000) are encollpas,;e,! I) tat

system. A.I.D. has provided major assistance, both financial -1 .1

technical, to this project.

An intensive scientific evaluation of the project :s pro-
viding information on costs, educational effects, attitudes, and
operating problems. While firm conclusions must await at Ica = t_t'e

completion of 1972 testing, the evidence thus far is that educat-na:
change can be rapidly introduced with such a system, that such c.1.1nge
does produce significantly more student learning, and that operati,Ig
costs are moderate and can be borne by El Salvador. It is furthermore
clear that evaluation can perform a valuable function in a system of
this sort, increasing the recognition of policy makers and operators
of both deficiencies and strengths within the system and thereby
guiding the process of improvement.

At this point, it is the judgment of El Salvador's educa-
tional leaders that an effort to improve the quality of television
teaching would likely have high pay-off in further increases L'
educational productivity. Now that the system is firmly established,
this kind of second phase quality improvement becomes possible and
can more easily be implemented than in the traditional system.

El Salvador has not yet dealt with the problems attendant
to expansion of this kind of system to the much larger population of
primary school students and to adults. It is, however, actively
examining alternative methods for using the technology to upgrade
educational opportunity in both these sectors and initially
probably will concentrate on primary school teacher training with
television.

The El Salvador project has fulfilled early expectations
that it would show how the systematic integrated use of an instruc-
tional technology, if carried through with national commitment, can
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produce rapid educational change. Beyond this, it has become avaluable demonstration center attracting visits and inquiriesfrom many other developing countries interested in educationalreform based on new instructional
technologies.

Korea

Korea is engaged in detailed planning for what couldbecome one of the most systematic and complete educational reformsever undertaken. A.I.D. has assisted in -his planning, through asystems planning study conducted by Florida State University andthrough further financial and technical assistance. The Directorcf the FSU Center for Educational Technology is serving as senioradvisor on implementation of this educational reform program.

Currently, a five-year
educational research and de7e-o--ment effort is being started, aimed at producing a prototyl-,cin one Korean Province, reaching several hundred thousand

-.)1 ^..:yand secondary school students. The main objectives of the 5y emare: faster progression through the system; gearing of ind:vidual
progression through the system to individual learning achievement;increase in the number of students handled by an individual teacher;organization of curriculum around "learning modules"; thoroughreform of objectives, content, and learning methodology, relatingthe intended results of education more closely to needs of a changingindustrialized society; resulting in a reduction in unit costsgraduate. In In the view of the

project planners, only such arestructuring will permit Korea to afford to service a ra2:61),growing student population.

The instructional approach will utilize television, teacherretraining, programmed instruction and other methods for individual-izing instruction, careful definition of behavioral objectives, anddetailed feedback to develop, through criterion testing and revision,a tested complete curriculum of instructional modules. The manag-ment system would include the reorganization of classes to utilizea master teacher plus
supporting teachers in a way to reduce boththe total number of teachers per student and the average salarycosts, while through the differentiation of teacher roles continuingto provide quality classroom teaching.

This Korean reform program will represent a landmarkeffort in the restructuring of education to meet changing needs,
budgetary crises, and the opportunities for quality improvementpresented by instructional technology.

Brazil

Brazil is beginning a nationwide program of educationalinnovations making use of the educational technologies. A.I.D. isproviding initial assistance to Brazil in the form of training



opportunities for planning educational technology systems and
through financial support in a portion of a sector loan earmarked
for innovation. The portion of the loan allocated for this purpose
is estimated at $2.5 million. However, the total loan of $5',' mi'llon
will contribute to a major reform of the whole Brazilian educati,.n1
system for both in-school and out-of-school populations.

Of greatest significance is, first, the fact that Brazil
has decided that the need for mass education with quality can bc
met by the effective use of educationi technology and, second,
that it now has very substantial funds, both its own and those e,r
external agencies to implement that decision.

Brazil is also proceeding with planning an initial R. & D.
program for use of a satellite for :n.-school educational t:elev5

and radio beamed to the poorest areas of the country, areas
cannot afford trained teachers and which do not attract hc

such teachers as they can afl(brd. The final shape of an ,2):er,,en*:
and/or operational program using satellite E.T.V. has yet to

As in all countries, the organization of national, state,
and local institutions to undertake this major effort is a first area
of effort for Brazil. Substantively, there is the question of the
desirability of diverse approaches at this early stage (where
exp.rience with different kinds of systems may be fruitful) as
opposed to the concentration of intellectual and financial resources
on key problems which joint efforts might provide.

In any event, Brazil is committed to using educational
technology to provide educational opportunity to a large part of
its population not now within the school system. In doing so,
it will perforce face many questions of importance to other
countries, among them: how to teach without a force of highly
trained classroom teachers; how to administer systems over so
large and decentralized a nation; how to deal with populatins very
diverse in background and attitudes; and, how to arrive at optimal
technoeconomic solutions for providing communications to poor an
remote areas.

Ivory Coast

The most comprehensive systematic use of television as an
instrument for both reform and expansion is that which has become
operative in September 1971 in the Ivory Coast. During this first
year it will be reaching some 20,000 first grade students through
a reformed educational system which will utilize television intensive-
ly for both classroom instruction in all subjects and for teache--
training.
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Over the next 10 years, the entire school population w.11
be encompassed. The Ivory Coast embarked on this system beciuc"
of its urgent need for upgrading the education and training t-he
mass of its population in order to continue its remarkable economic
growth. It chose a comprehensive system using television in the
conviction that such a system could both upgrade quality and increase
the availability of education within a short period of time, and,
further, that because of its greater instructional efficiency, the
cost of producing graduates could be reduced. For example, one
analysis bows that the Ivory Coast now must invest seventeen
student years of resources to produce one sixth-grade graduate,
while the new system may reduce that to perhaps seven years.
attendant savings. Finally, the Ivory Coast's effort is (Y a
broader attempt to lay the basis for development in all regions of-.
the country, hopefully reducing the rate of migration to Abidjan,

A.I.D. has not played a major role in this project, its
contributions being mainly providing technical advice of its staff
and consultants to UNESCO and the Ivory Coast. A.I.D. has also
committed modest funds for participation in the evaluation phase.
However, the possibility of attaining some of these dramatic objectives
at a reasonable cost has stimulated major investments from Frenc:1
foreign assistance, the World Bank, several UN agencies, and t'ile Cerman
and the Canadian governments. An important aspect of the project is,
therefore, the joint participation of a number of assistance agencies
with serious interest in the potentials of instructional technology.

This project, because of its size and ambitious objectives,
could stimulate a major breakthrough in the state of the art in the
systematic use of educational television within schools.

In addition to these major tmEl-blazing projects, there
is a wide variety of smaller but significant activities in which
we are involved. Perhaps the most interesting of these is a
feasibility study in Guatemala, to make recommendations to the
Government of Guatemala on the key issues involved in carrying out
an experimental low-unit-cost program of information and education
for rural adults. This program is designed to provide the skills,
knowledge, and attitudes necessary to increase their economic
competence, employability, and participation in the social, cultural,
economic life of the nation. It will seek to improve roles as
family members in health, nutrition, and agriculture.

The sp'cial innovative character of this program will be
to test whether communication delivery systems other than those
requiring literacy can be used successfully as a means of informing,
motivating, and developing illiterate and semi-literate rural adults
in Guatemala.
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6. Future Directions and Prospects: The rate and direc-
tion of development of technology for educational develont
depends on a variety of factors, many of them requirinr
assumption of initiative and responsibility within the LDCL'.
However, within the valid opportunities presented and r,-scr:rceF
available to us, we propose to place emphasis upon the follow-
ing efforts:

Technical Assistance in Project Planning

One of the great needs of the 1,DCs continues to be
for competent assistance in planning projects - in deciding t1(,
kinds of systems to which they could reasonably commit,
selves, and in implementing such systems.

We propose to help provide the best talent
to developing nations, explore ways to furt'a-3r increase the
numbers of people with such skills, and to work toward croatinr
more institutional centers for such expertise.

Information Development and Dissemination

AID will continue to place a priority emphasis on
providing information to developing country planners that
facilitates their understanding and use of instructional tch-
nologies. Thus the AID-funded program which has produced
film and handbook on educational technology, and an information
and reference center at the Academy for Educational Development
will be continued at least through mid-1973. The further con-
tinuance of this activity will be dependent upon the support of
other sponsors and users. Meanwhile, the information needs of
the developing countries will have to be further assessed.
A series of seminars centering on the film and handbook to take
place throughout the developing world over the next 6 months w'_11
assist in the definition of needs.

It is clear that a network of information needs to
be stimulated. The sharing of information among developing
countries working with similar systems may be the most important
link in such a network. We hope that over the next year a plan
can be developed with the United Nations and other multilateral
agencies and with other bilateral donors to facilitate the
establishment of this kind of network)

Institutional Development

As has been indicated, AID has taken action to
increase institutional capacity in the U.S. to assist the
developing countries in educational technology.
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In spite of these efforts, however, the institutional
framework for professional activity in this field is still thi-.
We would identify three areas where we would hope, working n°_ --
other assistance agencies, to strengthen the institutional base
over the next five years: First, we believe there is a need for
a center parallel to that of Florida State with a greater focus
on the use of mass communications and on communications theory.
Second, we believe there is a need for another center which would
concentrate on the practical problems associated with the produc-
tion of educational materials for the new media; i.e., the pro-
duction of quality instructional television programs, increasing
the instructional power of radio, and mechanisms for making more
effective programmed instruction for application in develerinp.
country situations.

Third, there is an urgent need for the creation of
greater institutional capacities within the developing world.
At this point the small, emerging Center for Educational
Innovation and Technology (sponsored by the Southeast Asia
Ministers of Education Organization) and the O.A.S. Centers in
educational broadcasting in Latin America are the only organized
attempts to improve the institutional capacities within the
developing countries for planning, research and technical assis-
tance in the educational technologies. While linkages between
the various U.S. and European Centers in this field, and ins-.1tu-
tions in developing countries are consciously being sought,
time will soon come when mechanisms will have to be developed to
provide support to the developing country institutions directly.

Evaluation

AID has to date placed heavy emphasis on the importance
of evaluating key field projects in educational technology. Thus,
we have made a major investment in supporting evaluation of the
El Salvador project, an evaluation program that is one of the most
comprehensive ever undertaken of an educational innovation.
Earlier, we funded the four volume series of case studies of the
new media in education conducted by the International Institute
for Educational Planning and published by UNESCO. It is basic
to our approach to the use of educational technologies that
policy and practice be guided by objective evaluation of the
effects of those practices - evaluation that attempts to maintain
a focus on what and how efficiently the individual student is
learning on the one hand, and on the other hand the costs of the
system.
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We will continue to make evaluation an Integral
of every such system which we support. We will also ccnt
try to assess the relative costs and effects of other
when countries themselves wish to make such assessments. '-'e
Stanford research project is an example).

Research

We differentiate from evaluation a related class of
projects consisting of experimental research. The overa23 aim
of these projects is to develop new or improved ways of Ili:IL:zing
the instructional technologies for developing country purpos^.
The kinds of activities that can be encompassed would r-try
quite specific research on a particular technique to smaL]
pilot projects which will test out new systems. To dat,:
has been very little such research directed toward educat.
technology systems appropriate to developing countries.

However, perhaps the most productive kinds of experi-
mental research are those closely related to a planned or on-
going operational project. Here, where immediate relevane of
project is apparent, funds are likely to be more readily avail-
able. For example, AID is making available a certain percentage
(usually 5 percent) of its sector loan funding in educati for
research and development activities, particularly in Latin
America. Brazil and Colombia already have a substantial allot-
ment of such funding and have committed themselves to match it
with equal funding and to develop a program for undertaking the
appropriate research. In these countries, in Korea, and others,
where major commitments to develop alternative systems through
educational technology will be made, major opportunities will
exist for advancing the state of knowledge about and actual
application of educational technology systems.

Studies of Strategies and New Options

AID has hrld underway since July 1970 a series of
studies, under the overall direction of the Academy for Educa-
tional Development, aimed at analyzing some of the questions
which underlie AID decisions on strategy and program policy in
tills field. By September 1973 most of these will be completed.

During 1972, as these studies near completion, our
major concentration will be on transforming the ideas developed
therein into a form likely to affect programs, practices, and
policies. We are not yet certain how best to accomplish this.
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A first step, however, must be to try out these ideas wit'l
those likely to use them, developing-country professica:r.
and decision-makers, as well as with other experts worLdwlde.
Mechanisms for this dialogue have yet to be developed. We
hope to bring together diverse groups of specialists to work
with these ideas -- social scientists, advertising men, creative
troadcasters, educators, policy makers and others, in the hope
that from this ferment some imaginative and operationally
feasible project plans will emerge.

7. Resource Allocations

Staff and Travel - 3 MY - $25,000
Consultants and Travel - 250 MD - 25,000
GTS Funds - 350,000
esearch Funds - 800,000
stitutional Development Grants -800,000

*Specific proposals to be made later.
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B. Non-Formal Education

1. The Problem: To identify and utilize out-of-sclloo2educational resources effectively as part of a nations'
learning system.

2. Potentials for dye
The potentials of non-formal education have been amply demonstrated in the developedcountries. In such diverse countries as the United States andthe Soviet Union,

non-formal educational activities are asvaried and comparable in scale to those of formal education.

With regard to the LDCs, we know that non-formal edu-cation historically has been the primary mode of learning.However, we are just beginning to understand how thes9 --:e'have carried over and been modified to !lee* moiern
Studies which have been made thus far by AID, MtD,and the LDCs themselves broadly suggest that, properlydeveloped and supported, non-formal education is perhaps theonly way that the diffusion and application of useful knowledgefor development can effectively be achieved.

There are several reasons for this:

First, traditional, formal education is becoming prohibitivelyexpensive for many of the developing
countries in sheer termsof numbers of students and availability of financial re-..o_Irnes.

Second, the skills, knowledge and capacities of the labor force,as indicated above, are developed as much if not more through
experience, on-the-job training, and other kinds of non-formaleducation as through formal schooling.

Third, a very large proportion of the present and future popu-lation of most newly developing countries will have had littleor no formal education at all. Its only chance for skill andknowledge development, therefore, is through some kind o° ,Lon-formal education.

Experience in both developed and developing countrieshas demonstrated that:

1. Non-formal education can be valid, high quality educa-tion for imparting
"life" skills and knowledge. It need notbe third-rate formal education.

2. It can reach large numbers of people where they liveand work. It can impart useful
knowledge, skills and recrea-tion without removing people from their normal environmentsand responsibilities.



3. Non-formal education can be highly diverse in
organization, funding and management. It can emphasize
local initiative, self-help and innovation on the part of
large numbers of people and their local institutions.
Every successful learner can become in some degree a
teacher.

h. It can pay at least, its own way initially and in the
longer term increase employment, productivity and spcial
participation.

5. It can make learning a national, life-long learning
experience, compatible with tha interests of individuals and
communities, for all economic levels of a society.

Non-formal education cannot achieve all these things
immediately. If properly developed, it can do all of them
increasingly well.

3. Strategy: The basic strategy for this key problem area, as
for the others, is outlined in Section V. Much of what "As
been said of the strategy for educational technology is eql2a':.17
applicable to non-formal education. However there are signifi-
cant additional dimensions.

Our strategy in this area therefore encompasses the
following additional elements:

1. To establish the concept of non-formal education as a
form of education, quite different from formal education
systems, but potentially capable of providing non-school popu-
lations with educational services systematically and in ways
which significantly serve individuals, societies and the pur-
poses of notional development.

2. To study, document and disseminate information on suc-
cessful examples of non-formal education which appear suit-
able for experimentation and application in other LDCs.

3. To provide professional and financial support for
research, experimentation and implementation of those models
which appear most promising, or for new concepts which appear
worthy of testing.

During the past year our strategy has been to assist
in knowledge generation and dissemination. This has been
done by:



a. Providing an institutional base for deseriTl'ivo
and analytical studies carried on jointly by
and EEC personnel;

b. encouraging and participating in regional
conferences;

c. disseminating, both within and outside tno
special studies in the area of non-forma-1

d. exchanging program and policy information, c)-t]c'.:-
larly with multi-lateral agencies, and

e. reviewing and providing consultative service on
project identification and design.

EHR strategy for the fiscal year ahead is to c;:,-.1nue
in this vein and to strengthen the institutional meat
we can contribute to the development of non-frral
accelerating work on the nine categories of stuoieJ
under contract with Michigan State University (MT 2).

It is also our intention to create an institutional
response capability to assist Missions requesting consulta-
tion or assistance in the design and development of non-
formal educational projects. Indications are that an increas-
ing number of LDCs will come forward with requests for individ-
ual projects or include non-formal education as a part of
sector development plans. EHR will continue its non-TA? nro:ect
observation and liaison in order to anticipate problem a,?ls
or needs requiring special assistance.

4. Strengthening U.S. Capabilities: Our primary 'fort in this
area has thus far been a contract with Michigan State
University for nine basic studies in various aspects of non-
formal education.

The basic purpose of these studies is to provide LDCs
with the beginning of a systematic base of knowledge on non-
formal education in response to their growing needs for sunh
authokitative information. This enhance-
ment of knowledge based on non-formal education will contribute
to the educational planning, assist in the rational choice
among various human resource development strategies, and
provide options to the donor community and to the LDCs.

They are designed to provide a body of knowledge, planning
guides, new insights, and alternative strategies which are
needed to undergird future efforts in non-formal education.
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The subject listing of studies which follows indicates the
areas of inquiry involved. While identified as individual
items there will be a high degree of coordination and inter-
relationship among them. Additionally, all of this work
will be carried out as an interdisciplinary team effort in
such a way as to form linkages with other appropriate insti-
tutions and groups throughout the world interested in the
subject matter.

1. Study - Exploration of variables that shape and deter-
mine the effectiveness of non-formal educational programs,
their organization and structure over time.

2. Study - Involves the conceptualization of the non-formal
system of education in terms of various categories which
will help organize knowledge and identify strategic

opportunities, and indicate fruitful forms 0!- In':era-
tional interaction.

3. Study - Broad-based survey of the national learning
systems in several countries with special attention
to non-formal education, its scope, cost, relative
effectiveness, problems and limitations.

4. Study - Studies will be made of the critical variables
in instructional design, procedures, and materials (in-
dependent variables) in terms of consequences on ',urvin
behavior (dependent variables). In addition, the
studies will identify social-cultural elements for
effective communications.

5. Study - 1) Bibliographic search
2) NFE Survey - Brazil
3) Evaluation case studies (2)

6. Study - Case studies in selected countries

7. Study - This study will center on the development of a
model of the human resource sector with attention given
to the role of non-formal education within the total
system. Essentially, it will be a feasibility report
to examine model-building for education and the human
resource development area.

8. Study - Examine and compare various administrative alter-
natives for creating and managing specific non-formal
education programs and non-formal education on a broad
basis.



9. Study - A search for alternative designs for pr,vidin:'
participant training in non-formal 0ducation.

10. Study - Participant training.

In addition to the work being done by MSG, -h- Agcn:y
has made a 211(d) grant to UCLA, to develop a mul'i-d4_s:1-11nary
competence for analysis of effective alternatives to tr..-.;:.'c:,11
education in Latin America. The purpose of the rant I.
to build a capatAlity for e aluating the relevance, ef' 1ncy,
methodologies and costs of non-formal education as .11

formal educational alternatives to traditional

This grant, administered by the L;i4-:n kmeri ttr
at UCLA, also conducts its work in consuP.%4-:or
East-West Center, the Academy for alucati.na3
other A.I.D. supported U.S. lnstit'Itions.

The LA Bureau -.1ndTA/EHR jointly monitor

5. Strengthening LDC Capabilities: Although our oP.'01-t

so far has been building a better knowled6o and y-,-.)erleno,

in the United States, derived from extensive contat
several significant activities have been conducted to stcngthen
LDC capabilities.

Four seminars on non-formal education were cond2ct,:e
in 1971, in Washington, Malaysia, Korea and Africa. Eigt
Asian countries prepared papers and participated in one or
more of the three seminars in the U.S. and Asia. Eleven
African countries participated in the Lagos seminar, based on
a set of case studies prepared by the African-American
Institute for the Africa Bureau.

Although these activities were funded by the Regional
Bureaus,TA/EHR assisted extensively in designing, organizing
and preparing materials for them. EHR staff members partici-
pated in the U.S. and Asian seminars.

6. Future Directions and Prospects: There is every indication
that important countries in all regions are turning rapidly tc
development of non-formal education as a partial answer to
their educationa? dilemma and to enhancement of their human
resources.

Brazil and Colombia are undertaking very significant
steps in this direction, with funding and technical ao-1,3tance
from A.
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Sparked by three seminars (in Washington, Malaysia, and Korea)
on non-formal education, sponsored by AID, all the count,-.0s
of East Asia have begun serious study and experimenta:-_on
with more organized forms of non-formal education.

The Africa Bureau has instructed all its Missions ;:o investigate
promising projects, programs and opportunities in non-formal
education with a view to making this mode of education its primary
emphasis in Africa.

The future prospects are, therefore, highly promising in non-formal
education for development. The knowledge and experience base must
continue to be built, but in the next two fiscal years, our e..1.s9 s
will shift substantially to assisting LDCs in definins: r'
non-formal education can play, learning how to develo.) an(1
it, and in evaluating results.

In doing this, we propose to fund technical services thr,-uQ', s'ISU

and/or other institutions having competence in this field.

Research in non-formal education is needed, but the mode in which
it can best be conducted is as an adjunct to experimental project,
or operational programs. Consequently, all GTS contracts
provide for a research component.

There is as yet no clear-cut case f.r an institutional deveio?rent
grant in this field. Many U.S. institutions have the basic
resources for effective work in non-formal education. What is needed
is an aggregation of these resources, with a focus on non-formal
learning in the LDCs. The MSU project is a .ignificant model of
institutional development through GTS funding.

7. Resource Allocations:

Staff and Travel - 1 MY - $10,000
Consultants and Travel - 100 MD - $10,000
GTS Funds - 150,000

*Research Funds - 200,000
Institutional Grants 211 (d) None

*The project contemplated is focussed on research on the
learning potential of the employment environment, and
involves non-formal education, educational technology
and finance and measurement.



C. Educational Finance and Measurement

1. Statement of the Problem

The less developed countries face serious financial problemswith respect to providing education for their citizens. These problemsderive in large part from the fact that LDC leaders are confronted withincreasing social pressures for more education and due to runaway populationgrowth there are greater numbers of people now seeking more educat:.o:..Addeo. L.o these
considerations is the problem that the costs ofhave been increasing at an alarming rate, to the extent that ...'last decade the average rate of increase of public expenditureeducation has outstripped the average increases in total publi(-expenditure and in national income in many LDCs. In terms of pcn'enta2,of national budgets allocated for education, many LDCs are devotingas much as a fifth for this sector, some nearly one- fourU -.this condition cannot long continue. Already some LDOs arethat they have reached thy: limit in what they can commit to education;in a few countries

cutbacks and retrenchments in national budret allocationsfor education are planned.

A further dimension of the financial plight of educqtYTin LDCs is that quality education is for many only a hope for the fu-Ir(-.The education that can be afforded under present circumstances and cr2iL.traintsis nothing more than a minimum "holding of the line."

The problem than, may be stated in the form of a question:"Tow can LDCs pay for the education
their people need and desire?" Atleast two possible

answers, short of complete resignation, are agreed uponby experts concerned with the problem. On the one hand, with increasingnumbers of people to educate and limited national budgets to address -,hc,task, Llternative approaches to funding may be developed. On the other 'nand,given the inefficient
wasteful and costly ch&racter of much LDC education,ways may be sought to ,ffect economies, to make education less costly,short to make it affordable.

2. Potentials for Use in Development

What is the potential, the promise of the two possibleavenues of attack:
identifying alternative funding schemes and cuttingcosts?

Alternative Funding Approaches. A great many differentfunding approaches have been tried, including industry-tax schemes forcertain kinds of technical and vocational education; student-loanprograms, especially for higher education; and local community self-help or
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"assistance in kind" schemes.

While these and other alternatives to national budget
funding of education have been experimented with in developed and
developing countries alike, no comprehensive assessment of their
overall promise and potential has been available to LDC planners w"lo "eed
to consider the array of options open to them.

No doubt part of the difficulty arises from the lack of
any working informationsharing program such that LDC planners can
readily tap whatever experience is available. Some sharing of information
does take place at international meetings and through (,-casional
publications of analyses of funding approaches made by sch(-tars working
in the subject area. But this "fortuitious" sharing of experience is
not really filling the need to get information directly to people who
need it in a timely fashion.

In addition, if LDC planners are to get a clear picture
of alternate funding approaches, means must be employed to evaluate such
schemes in some systematic manner, so that their relative values and
utility can be considered and compared. To date, little attempt has been
made in this direction.

Cutting Costs of Education. The educational systems of all
too many of the developing nations are characterized by antiquated
management practices, dysfunctional structure and organization, and the
lack of longterm planning. Wastage of resources that are available tc_,
these systems is widely prevalent, especially in the case of expenditures
dissipated through high pupil attrition rates and those that are misallocated
to programs which do not mesh with the needs and conditions of modernizing
societies. While the promise of progress in cutting costs is not over
whelming, there is little question but that every attempt must be made to
effect whatever economies may be possible.

The business of cutting the costs of education involves a
number of considerations, some of which are basically theoretical.
Education is not an "industry" in the classical sense and defies any neat
classifi-:ation as either an investment or consumption activity. In actual
practice, governments decide to spend money on education for many different
reasons, for both investment and consumption purp3ses.

Investment expenditure for education, incurred in the
present to realize future benefits, has in more recent years taken on



significance in the work of economists who talk about investment in
human capital. In short, they hold that future levels of production
are not dependent just on labor and physical capital, but on the
technical know-how and the skills of workers, which are provided by
education.

Education is obviously also consumption, in the sense that
expenditures are incurred in the present for present benefits. Governments
after all have spent scarce money to create whole new universities, nct
.ith a 7iew to bringing about future increases in productivity,
basically because universities are a status symbol, a sign that
country is in the vanguard of modernization; the expenditure 1.1
instances is thus clearly for present benefit. And, the indivia_
citizen may want his children to attend school principally because ne
believes his children cannot fully enjoy life without schooling.

However, the issue is really not whether a go':ernmP:t
decides that education is investment or consumption, but rather whi3n
receives most emphasis, for this emphasis is what determines allocation
of resources. Developing countries for the most part tend to emphasL.7e
the investment character of education. In this vein, for a number of
years the preoccupation of economists of education has been the q-ao7Lier
GI the magnitude of education's contribution to national econor:.c 7-c:-
aria several analytical approaches have been applied. Among these is
the correlating of some index of educational progress with some index
of economic progress; attempting to explain the phenomenon that increases
in GNP or output cannot be accounted for fully by increases in inputs
of labor and physical capital (the "residual" question); and measurir
the economic returns to education by comparing costs of schooling with
real earnings of workers (rate-of-return studies). These, and other
similar approaches, however, have not provided any clear-cut answer to
the question of how much education contributes to national growth.

In more recent years there has been a shift in emphasis in
analysis; instead of seeking to explain past rates of economic growth,
the chief interest of many economists now is to find ways to address
problems of allocating funds in the present, which in essence means a
searcl.ing out of strategies for educational planning and resource
alloca,ion, and looking at costs, pupil wastage, system structure and
operation.

For example, the social demand forecisting method is a
technique which shows how much must be allocated tc a Liven level of
education if present trends continue; if education entry requirements,
"price" of education, employment opportunities and other national
economic conditions remain constant.



Another example is the manpower forecasting approaches,

which have lost some of their earlier attraction, but continue to be used
in LDCs because it is well known that a shortage of trained workers
represents a major barrier to economic growth. These methods,
involving forecasts of number and distribution of trained workers needec
to produce a given output for a target year, neglect other al-c
education such as social and citizenship development, and are lial?le to
substantial error for a number of technical reasons. Further, they
do not provide a solution to the problem of how to allocate resources.

A third approach is cost-benefit analysis, essentially
the comparison of the costs of producing a given amount and kind of
education with the value or benefit yielded by it. Thus, it is possible
to compare different programs of education and to make allocations based
on such comparisons. Rates-of-return studies undergird cost-benefite
analyses and the latter suffer from the limitations of the former,
earnings, which are the essence of rates-of-return, are not sole'_.,,

determined by education, but by the background, motivation, innatc,
and other personal characteristics of workers, and also by the -;agar-.es c2
the wage structure of a given country's economy. Moreover, age-education-
earnings profiles, the basis of rate-of-return calculations, reflect past
and present supply and demand conditions rather than future conditions,
which is what interests the planner.

These analytical procedures and others that give special
attention to costs show real promise in helping LDCs to find ways to
bear the burden of their educational programs, and there is no aoub-,
that further refinement and adaptation of existing techniques and the
creation of new techniques will be of great help to LDC planners.

3. Sta.,e

The broad goal of the Key Problem Area of Educational
Finance and Measurement is to establish a fuller range of resources for
LDCs to use in (a) identifying, evaluating and utilizing alternative
schemes for financing education, and (b) identifying, asessing and
correcting educational System inefficiencies in order to keep costs of
education at manageable levels.

What is being sought is a material increase in three
major types of resources:

1. Human, meaning experts and specialists working in
the KPA.



2. Institutional, meaning associations of people
working in a particular physical setting. By
1/1/73, the target is to have at least one U.S.,
and two or more LDC institutions at work in theKPA. Where and as possible support and encourage-
ment will be given to inter-national agencies to the
end that all three types of institutions ma,, bc,
collaboratively engaged in a network assoc_iticm
in the KPA.

3. Informational, meaning basically the printed word,as for example, descriptive data, research fie:_ngs,
strategy statements,

program documentation, arc:
analysis, implementation and evaluaticn methQdologies.
The Inventory-Classification (Harvard Project; see
below) of Activities in Educational ?inane,: and
Measurement will be completed in early 7-92.
addition, the target by 1/1/74 is to have sr-:eral
handbooks and/or other analytical tools prcL'%,2,
two or more international

conferences eor.vr:r.,:.
and at least one AID-supported research pr:Ject
underway. Where opportunities arise, field 1:...oject,',
in the KPA will be encouraged and supported.

It is assumed that the realization of LDC educatiolalobjectives at all levels will be substantially impaired unless a widerrange of education finance and measurement approaches are developed andapplied.

4. Strengthening U.S. Capabilities

Within A.I.D. Our strategy for this KPA entails thefollowing steps, designed to draw on in -hour capabilities anc to supportAID/W and the missions in projects relating to the KPA.

1. We will continue to make fullest possible use
of the Task Force in Educational Finance and
Measurement. Three special sub-committes have been
formed to focus time and energies of members. The
first sub-committee advises the PAM on the Harvard
Project. It receives the contractor's bi-monthly
reports, reviews special substantive papers of the
Project, and assists in other ways in providing
guidance to the Contractor in the conduct of the
Project.

The Sub-Committee on Proposals will assist the PAM
in reviewing GTS, Research. and 211(d) proposals
received from extra-AID sources. It will be a



sounding-board for reacting to new project id,'aq
proposed by the PAM, and it will itself he
source of new project ideas.

The third sub-committee will assist the PAM
maintain close surveillance of Region.11 Buf.c
Mission activities relating to the problem area.

2. The PAM is maintaining close touch with the Korea
pilot project in education, having made one visit
to Korea in September, 1971, and keeping contact
with the project through Dr. William M.
Mission Education Advisor in Seoul, and the
Regional Bureau. In addition the PAM is folow_n:
closely the work of the Special Educationa-. 77'_nan:e
Advisor, Dr. Frank N. Farner, USCV/Bangke'.,..

Dr. Manuel Zymelman, Director of our Harvar 'rcjec,,
is also in contact with the Korea Project am 'nth
Dr. Farner in Thailand, and is available to offer
informal consulting support to both. One of the
analytical tools developed by the Harvard team, ar
Index of Educational Effort, shows promise or
application for Thailand and will be discucc'_ at
a meeting between Zymelman and Farner in rrld-Ju!,(.,
1972.

3. PPC/PDA has recently shown interest in the broad
field of economics of education, and we are working
with two of their staff members in identifying
research projects in this area that might be
supported through their office. One PPC staff
member has recently consulted with Dr. Zymelman on
this subject.

Contractors, Grantees Consultants. We are initiating new
contacts with experts in the KPA, chiefly through our Harvard project, with
a view to engaging such people in research and consulting activities forAID/W and the missions.

We have carried on conversations with staff of the Division
of Policy Planning and Administration, School of Education, University of
California; Berkeley. Dr. Charles Benson and his associates of that
institution have prepared a 211(d) grant proposal which we are now reviewing
for possible funding in FY 1973.

One member of the Berkeley staff will shortly undertake a
special analysis of methods of reducing unit costs in the LDCs. Hie work

1



will be supported through a purchase order agreement. The idea for this
assignment grew out of experience with the Harvard Project and eiuF-'-.:s
with members of the Task Force. The Berkeley staff member wt17
with Dr. Zymelmam about this assignment.

Linkages with Other Donors, LDCs, Multilateral Agencies.
Through the Harvard Project we are identifying individual LDC scholars and
officials as well as organizations and institutions having experience or
interest in the KPA.

We have had several conversations with the In'Prrational
Institute for Educational Planning in Paris about rossihle
activities in the KPA. We expect to engage at least one of
staff members as a consultant in a new project in FY 1973.

In early January, 1973, a conference will be hel' c f n-
ranking LDC educational and planning ministry officials for tlh
of reviewing the output of the Harvare. project (see full descript.,n
below). Besides the value this conference will have for thr Harvr !
project, we expect to gain some useful Lnsights into the merit of thy:
means of tapping LDC opinions and experience for guidance of AID ?lannins.

The PAM will continue to hold consultations wi+n
and non-U.S. experts, with LDC officials, and with representatives o'f
other external assistance agencies. The purpose of such consultatior-; will
be to make further contacts with persons working in the problem area, :n
order that we may gain a clearer picture of new activities that might be
undert_ken either by AID or jointly with others. This continuing survey
by the PAM will complement the "mapping" exercise of the Harvard Project
and new GTS activity as well as on-going activities by the 211(d)
institution. Such contacts with those working in the problem area will
help us to locate LDC national or regional institutions which, through some
form of assistance might serve as resource bases, to respond to requests
for information and specialist assistance, and to obtain evaluative
feedback from these sources relative to developments in the problem area.

5. Strengthening LDC Capabilities. Our strategy calls for
support of new LDC projects relating to the KPA as they are developed.
The new sub-committee of the Task Force as explained above will assist
the PAM in keeping abreast of new AID funded projects. Contacts made
through the Harvard project, including the January, 1973) conference,
will permit us to be informed about activities in the KPA planned
without AID support.

The 211(d) grant (see below) will provide for collaboration
between the U.S. institution and one or more LDC institutions, with
the purpose of strengthening both types of institutions, as well as
providing for the training of LDC nationals in the KPA.
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The new GTS Project (see below) will directly invoLvo
at least one LDC institution, and should be instrumental in strcigt'neni'll7
that institution's capabilities.

6. On-Going Projects
Inventory -C1 ssification of Activities in

Educational Finance (Harvard Universit . Based on the analysis of the
problem area, the PAM parepared a project proposal, Inventory-Classi-
fication of Activities in Educational Finance, designed to (a) survey
and organize information on the particular strengths and weaknesses,
advantages and disadvantages, and general characteristics of opt Ora',
funding schemes available to, or being used by the LDCs; (b) surv-y and
organize information about the kinds of educational system eff:c1-1^y
problemaof LDCs, and of the relevance and utility of the various
analytical tools that can be applied to such problems; (c) survey or-1
organize information about educational costs and expenditure patterns,
and the sources of educational funds in the LDCs; (d) survey and organi::e
information about other aspects of educational finance, such as
procedures by which LDCs may adjust financial capabilities to :7ocial
and other pressures for more education; (e) specify needed research or
other activities, and how, why, and where such activities ought to lie
undertaken, by whom, and with projected pay-offs.

A contract was signed with Harvard University (AID /csc
3322) in June, 1971, and work began on the project three months later.
The product of the project will be a manual, or handbook, of two parl,s.
The first will be an informational resource for LDCs, containing the
organization and classification of the research and other information on
activities in educational finance [parts (a) through (d) above]; the
second part will "map out" the new research or other activities that ought
to be undertaken Lpart (e) abovf].

A final review conference with full participation by LDC
representatives will be held in early January, 19731 for the following
purposes: (a) To review, in general terms, the first draft of the
manual; (b) specifically to enable participants to react to the
feasibility, utility and value of research and other activities suggested
in the manual; (c) to obtain any additional suggestions from LDC
participants for research and other activities needed in the problem
area; and (d) to work out the best program of later distribution of the
final published manual.

This conference, with its function as a mechanism for
review of the Harvard Project manual, has promise of providing a key
input into further strategy development. Every attempt will be mad-
to get the highest ranking civil servant in LDC education and planning
or finance ministries from at least three countries in each geographical



region, for a total of twenty-four LDC participants. These people
receive a copy of the first draft of the manual well in advaz,o- c'
conference, and will spend about five days in meetings at a n-onference
site outside the United States.

Conference participants, as noted earlier, will be asked
to react to the manual's suggested future research and other activities,
and to make any additonal suggestions along these lines. Participant's
comments and suggestions should thus be most helpful in aetermining
next action steps for the problem area.

7. Future Directions and Prospects
a. New ProAects: Evaluation of Educational System (:;',1;.ts.

Educational "outputs" may refer to both quantitative and qua1 41.az.,-v
elements. On the one hand, we may consider the numbers of persons
educated to different levels, and on the other the amount and d:a-,1.:'cr
of the knowledge such persons have obtained, the skills they hav,,
mastered, changes in their ability to cope with prc:)lems of livar,
and the inculcation of certain attitudes. These elements, Ls the are
secured through the educational process, represent "values" added to
student "inputs."

In order to arrive at some reasonably objective
assessment of the return realized from investment ill education, e0u(AtL :al
values must be translated into economic values, such as increased
productivity and higher income. Rate-of-return studies, in which for
example the earnings of college graduates are compared with non-graduates,
represent one means of getting at the benefits education best upon
individuals and society. But there are problems with rate-of-return
studies and other research involving the outputs of education. Among
these, especially relevant to LDC education systems, is the fact that the
mere possession of a credential certifying completion of a given level
of schooling tells us very little about what the student really knows or
has achieved. This is as true of general as of special educational
programs. Further, in many LDCs there is no way of determining what the
non-graduate takes with him in the way of "value-added" skills, knowledge,
and attitudes. Urban-rural differences in school programs, together with
individual, motivational and socio- economic background differences,
further complicate the picture.

It is therefore clear that much needs to be done in
evaluating the outputs of educational systems before we can do the best
job in determining benefits derivative from education.

Outputs evaluation as related to system efficiency.
The matter of internal efficiency of education essentially poses the
question, "Can we make changes within the educational system in such
manner that the value of educational outputs is enhanced?" In other
words, if changes can be made within the system,there will be



resulting changes in the outputs of the system.

If one thinks in terms of the input-output model by
which most production processes may be characterized, and looks at
education as a type of production process, it is clear that there are
at least three major types of modification that can be applied to
improve the outputs of the educational system.

First, a more cost-effective "mix" of resource inputs
can be secured. For example, planners might consider the alternative
of using instructional television to supplement the relatively
untrained teachers currently available, as against hiring greater
numbers of well-trained teachers. Second, the technical operation
of the educational system might be improved, embracing all those measures
that would insure better use being made of the resources that an?,
available, as for example, improved budget systems, fuller utilization
of supervisors, and changes in scheduling. Third, the priorities
educational outputs can be reordered, so that the educational proftot_,r,
process turns out more of those yielding high benefits. Here we are
concerned with basic system objectives. For example, can greater
oenefits be realized through investment in secondary as opposed to
higher education; should investment in technical and vocational
secondary education be favored over investment in general secondary
education?

All of these, concerned with the matter of internal
efficiency, relate to the product or output of the educational system,
and to better evaluate that output is to provide a more useful bench-
mark for improving system efficiency. In other words, when and as
changes are made within the educational system, we need to know if the
value of the outputs has been enhanced.

We have been aware of the pressing need for work in
outputs evaluation for some time.

The PAM attended a seminar in Paris on educational
finance in November, 1970, sponsored by the International Institute
for Educational Planning. He met with representatives of various
assistance agencies in attendance at the Seminar to discuss the need
for attention to the problem of evaluating outputs of educational
systems. The interest in the topic generated at the Paris meeting ledto a second meeting in Washington in March, 1971.

At the Washington meeting, attended by representatives
of UNESCO, Ford Foundation, the IIEP, AID, and IBRD, it was agreed that
an international conference would be a valuable next step in drawing
worldwide attention the problem. The IIEP was encouraged to undertakesuch a conference.



At meetings in Paris in September, 1971, the PAM
reviewed the conference idea with Mr. Raymond Poignant, Director of
the IIEP, and with Dr. Kravetz. The IIEP agreed to submit a proposal
to AID.

The proposal finally received from IIEP in November, 1971
projected an international symposium on outputs evaluation for July, 1Q73,
with a preplanning meeting in Paris in January, 1973. This preplanr
meeting would involve LDC participants, thus insuring that the firal
symposium would be responsive to their needs.

Subsequent discussions with IIEP, in which we 1-,reed bo
get them to move faster in the project, were not successful, 2rinripally
because IIEP was confronted with the problem of having insuffcl.,
staff to organize the project for an earlier date.

Therefore, we propose a new project desigped to assure
faster action. Our project will involve LDC people fully, as the 1=
proposal would, but more centrally and substantively.

The project has been discussed with members of the :ask
Force, and guidance for its design has been secured from the Harvara
Project team. The latter fully supports the need for this project
and believes it can be of substantial help in moving ahedd tan .hhe.4A.

This project would have the following purposes: (1)
to publicize the KPA, and to stimulate more pointed and specific
discussion by LDC people and others working in the KPA about measure
ment problems and issues related to the evaluation of educational
system outputs; (2) to actively engage one LDC educational or social
science research entity in collaborative work with a U.S. instiution;
(3) to produce guidance information on outputs evaluation, including
actual outputs measurement methodologies for LDC use; (4) to identify
needed high priority action research in cutputs evaluation; (5) to
produce designs for those research projects deemed to have highest
priority.

The plan is to select a contractor to take the following
steps: (1) to identify one LDC educational or social science research
institution with which to collaborate in the project; (2) together
with the LDC institution to (a) identify a group of world experts in
the outputs evaluation field, (b) commission these experts to produce
papers in which they would describe existing and new methods of
measuring outputs for LDCs for different levels and types of education,



analyzing the strengths and weaknesses, and showing means of actually
applying such methods, (c) convene a conference of LDC educational
and/or social science research scholars to consider the papers and the
relevance for TDC application of the methods of outputs the evaluation
presented; the conference would also identify needed high pri.rity
action research vis-a-vis outputs evaluation, including trial of certain
methodologies; and (d) produce designs for those action research proc(str
deemed to have highest priority.

The whole project should be designed to consume not
more than 18 months. The first four months would be spent in
identifying and arranging collaborative action with the LDC institution;
the next four months for identifying world experts and setting them
to work on their papers; the following five months for the writing of
papers, identification of LDC participants for the conference, and
arranging the conference and convening it; the final five months would
be used for the writing and preparation of several products: a handbook
describing different outputs measurement methodologies; project and
conference final reports; a set of action research designs; and a
for the most effective dissemination of the handbook.

b. The Status of Research in the KPA. The strategy for this
KPA is designed to produce resources of human, institutional and
informational types. While we do not at this time have any specific
research proposals to propene (informational resources) for possible
funding in FY 73 or FY 74, the GTS projects (the on-going Harvard
project and the new project, Evaluation of Educational System Outputs)
will provide specific ideas for high priority research which AID may
fUnd or which others may be encouraged to undertake. Emphasis will be
on action research; especially field pilot projects or actual trials of
new analytical and measurement tools and procedures designed to further
the goal of this KPA.

The Harvard Project has already provided guidance for
new activities in the KPA (e.g., the GTS outputs evaluation project),
and ideas for research will first be discussed with LDC people by the
Harvard team in January, 1973, and then as revised will be incorporated in
the final report of tne Harvard Project (the handbook). The handbook
will be ready in April, 1973. The PAM will then be in a position to
put forward specific research proposals for possible AID funding
in FY 1974 or FY 1975.

The 211(d) institution (see following section) will be
able to initiate research in the KPA soon after the grant is received,
hopefully by early fall, 1972. In other words, AID-supported research
in the KPA will not entirely be delayed until FY 1974.



Further, research in the KPA is going forward on anumber of other fronts. The El Salvador ITV project has produced a
cost-effectiveness study, the Korea education project will undoubtedly
incIhde costing analyses of several types. The IIEP is continuing itseducational finance case studies, and the World Bank plans work in
analyzing student loan programs and will give attention to other asT)ectsof the KPA.

c. Institutional Development [211(d) grant]. The strategy
encompasses a 211(d) grant, to be made to the University of Califo-n:a,Berkeley, in order tr strengthen competencies and to create a resourcebase in the problem area.

The grant will permit the institution to add new
faculty, thus leading to more variety in curriculum offerings, closer
relations between staff and students, and more time for travel andresearch in LDCs. Grant money will provide for a substantial in7,--e '-in the numbers of students trained to work in educational finarce
and measurement, especially training nd experience under controlle':
supervised conditions in actual field situations.

In addition, grant money will enable the institution toexpand their contacts with LDC scholars and institutions through theinitiation of collaborative research endeavors and the formation ofa network of individual researchers and organizations in the key problemarea. Further, the institution's documentation and library holdings willbe expanded and up-dated through the infusion of grant money.

The institution will provide a valuable means of
identifying worldwide, ongoing research and other activities in theproblem area. This inventory service will embrace not only the
activities that are going forward, but also those researchers and
scholars who are active in the field and can serve LDCs, AID, and otheragencies on specialist consulting assignments.

The research undertaken by the 211(d) grant institutionwill derive from the guidance provided by the Harvard proJect and the
new GTS project described above, as well as from other indications of
high priority research for LDCs in the problem area.
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8. Resource Allocations

Staff Time and Travel: FY 73 - 1 Man Year, $12,500

Consultants and Travel: FY 73 - 15 Man Days, $1,500

GTS Funds: FY 73 - $200,000

*Research Funds: FY 73 - $200,000

Institutional Grant 21104 FY 73 - $1,200,000

* See item C,
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D. Human Resources Development - A Multi-Sectoral Key
Problem Area

1. The Problem: We have defined human resources :IF
people who have the knowledge, skills, motivation and oppor-
tunity to contribute constructively to their society, Cr who
have the potential for acquiring such attributes. The problem
is how to enhance a nation's human resources as we have
defined them.

2. Potential for Development: The most fundamental facts
about human resources are that, unlike all other resources, they
are human beings, and (2) that they are the one resource that.
is both the means of and the reason for development.

It is at the human resource level that all develop-r.,:n,
activities converge. Yet in our concern for orderly definition,
analysis and administration, we tend to define development
sectors in such a way that they are pursued as though the
human being were a segmented organism, consisting of, or respond-
ing separately to, health, nutrition, education, economic st3tus
and social and physical environment. Although we know this is
not so, we find it extremely difficult not to conduct develop-
ment programs as though it were.

It is in countering this segmentation that the quality-of-
life concept has its profound importance. The potential value
of consciously designing certain of our programs to be human
resources centered is therefore very great.

3. Strate : While human resources are the basic stuff
of the socia fabric, it is possible to identify strands
which are more significant than others. In our thinking, we
have defined these roughly into two categories: (1) Those who
have by natural or acquired endowment the greatest potential for
contributing to development, and (2) those who have naturally
strategic roles in society, but whose traditional roles tend to
inhibit development.

Of the first category, educated people are an example; of
the second, women are perhaps the best example.

Another group is that of persons who by virtue of productive
employment - in any sector - can make significant contributionsto development. In this case, effective enhancement of the
quality of the employed labor force has a vast potential for
human resource development.

At the lower end of the age scale, health and nutrition for
infants and children loom large as generational gains.
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There are, of course, many other possibilities. Notall of them, however, are equally accessible for action by anexternal assistance agency. The time factor argues fcr
emphasis upon selected adult populations for shore -tern Df", sinceit is lone-term when investments are made in heal,_,h,
and education for infants and children.

It is by no means beyond the realm of possibility thatAID can make significant
contributions to both in more directand purposeful ways than it has done thus far. Indeed, there

are possibilities that it can make a contribution to both a-,the same time.

To do this, we suggest as a strategy the conce-n'.7a----,cand design of one or more major projects which takes
of the quality of life of the family as its primary

We have within AID the many professional specializationswhich lend themselves collectively to such a strategy. We havestaffs and fiscal resources to apply to matters of education(in and out of school) health, nutrition, population, rural andurban environment.

It seems reasonably likely that many LDCs would welcome,
participate fully and provide leadership for an experimental
project in which all these quality-of-life factors were consideredin the context of family life.

There are also at least a few institutions that have con-
siderable competence in dealing with social development fromthis point of view. We have recently received a proposal from
Howard University which incorporates this very concept.

4. Proposal: That TAB take leadership in creating oneor more experimental projects of the "human resources"with the joint participation of all TAB offices.

There is merit, we believe, in considering some ofthe existing or proposed projects (a Nutritional Strategy for
Africa, for example) as possible points of departure. It isalso suggested that the project(s) design be within a larger
framework of research and institutional development, as wellas field pilot projects.

This concept is not novel; the novelty resides in
a concrete proposal to do what our doctrine calls for,
we have not thus far done.



There are no doubt other human resourvo groups that.
lend themselves to this same approach. Rut families in the
developing countries are the building blocks of society.
They are comprised of "human resources" from infancy to old
age.

Most particularly, they are the one social unit in a
developing society in which the great majority of women have
a central place.

5. Funding: We propose that funds for experimentation of this
sort be reserved in the office of the AA/TA and that the
Directors of the Offices of Health, Nutrition, Population and
Education be directed to begin design of one or more pro ,

to be ready for formal Agency action by the end of this
calendar year.



IX. Externally Determined Program Activities

A. Background:

A strong U.S. National Policy Statement of June L, 1967,
specified intensified efforts to apply books and libraries, as
basic tools in our efforts for international development. Al:)Is

own policy statement, M.O. 1612.69.3, particularized the insf-Iction
for this Agency's program attention to books and library develp'len..

While U.S. development assistance efforts have always --mdg,
use of the print medium for knowledge transfer, the applicaion
has not been consistent, nor has it been effectively institu-Aonalized
internally in LDCs. At present, both this Office and some PI:renu
personnel are concerned that, despite the policy statements, our
recent concentration of efforts and resources on the newer educa-
tional hardware and educational technology in general has tended
to lessen our attention to the most fundamental and importnnt cf
all of the knowledge-transfer tools - print material in Its vario
forms.

We believe that a balanced resource input to development
activities involving human learning will require situationally
appropriate mixes of old and new technologies to achieve more
effective education programs, both formal and non-formal, and to
reach satisfactory cost-benefit ratios for LEC fiscal constraints.

B. Actions Taken and in Prospect

During the past year TkEHR has conducted a comprehensive
study to identify:

1. Factual information on what the Agency has done
and is now doing in the development and applica-

tion of printed materials resources in all sectors
of its program and its plans for future years.

2. Gaps or weaknesses in past and present program
activity involving the printed word in devlooment.

3. Recommendations as to desirable policy and program orien-
tation, for Agency consideration.

L. IdentificLtion of opportunities for collaboration
and joint efforts with the U.S. private sector
and with multi-lateral organizations in knowledge-
transfer and educational activities based on Lhe
printed word.



The first draft of this study has been completed and
is now being studied by appropriate individuals in the various
Bureaus of AID. After this initial review it will be modified
and given somewhat wider review, both within the Agency and by
especially competent external advisors.

At this time, we are not prepared to predict what recom-
mendations we will present, nor to make any funding p-oposal
beyond that of staff time.

Support Area - Government Advisory Committee

a. Support Requirement

The Government Advisory Committee on International CiD0., and
Library Programs has been in existence since 1962. It wac, -sta1,12.L.hed
by Executive Order of the President to give advice t the var'_evF
agencies of the Government that are involved in beo:, lf'ra-y
development overseas. It meets four times each year. It h-,r, '.peen
especially effective in assisting the Government in rr'vinc at
policy statements covering activities in this area. 812,506 of
central funding was provided in FY 71; 4111,0flf in FY 72.

b. Strategy

To make the Committee more responsive to the changing needs
of the various agencies, especially with reference to dissemina-
tion of knowledge through communications media and developments in
information storage and retrieval, recent vacancies on the Committee
have been filled with persons knowledgeable in these areas. No
recent appointments were made from Field Enterprises Inc., and
Eastman Kodak Company.

c. Action Plan

Project Funds

Staff Man Months

FY 72 FY 73 FY 74
1st half7rid half total Total

$18,000 $18,000

.5 .5 1

Both the Department of State and the U.S. Information Agency
pay pro-rated costs for secretarial service and per diem and travel
for the Committee.



'he 'reader Issue: Access to Information

Although print media will continue to be a nrirary mo")nr or
10-owledge transfer, the state of the communications prts
rPcuires that we, ar an Agency, view the problem of knowled;:e
in much broader terms. Consequently, we wish to comment on this :irnhiem
with f!ll realization that it includes, but imes fAr beyond, the
education sector.

We Pre also aware that the Agency has a v:-.riety of irtereAs in

thi 3 si:bject, and t'st th, multilateral a-0cies, in t'le end, net'

nrohably in the best nosition to foster a truly internationa'
tr,,Insfor system.

If-verthPless, tire 1.S. has pioneered in this field and r' 22

Or:CrieF a nreeTinent nosition. Consequentl, there is much e

CPT1 do, both directly, in accord with the Presir'ent's oolicy, '0
,:simatc, and assist, the multilateral agenki-ies.

'es we aoproach a more collaborative relationship with nes, we
Pro encouraging deeper study and analysis of national sectors, bro-rrb
end strategies. tie nronose to stimulate research by 1,7C schol. .rP

bore above all to assist the LDOs in brinring but, a hel,ter for
thoir citizens.

IL roroting improvement in ti-o quality of lifo for more !Pe
citizens, we hone for improved nutrition, more matern-1 and chil-? hon,th
sorvicos, breakthrou-hs in formal Fiduc;itior, better

Toro efficiert mara,Tment, wider psrticipation in community and natioi,a1
movcment toward sound population practices and nrotmmt, - in

short, widespread Forward movement across, tie economic, .locia1 and
nolitical spectra.

'ono o' these concerns and emphases j5 novel. Put the resnective
rolP.; of rTP and of the doveloning countries with which we work will
(irforent. f:incP the I,POs pnparently want a more independent and
determining role, it is clear that LDC leaders will need increasinc1y to
,parch out their own new ideas over the entirc rsn-a of country devrlon-
ment concerns, to weigh possible national courses of action, to choose
wisely prion.! alternrtives, to mount, and he resbonsible for efriciPnt
action programs, and to assess the results in tl-r, light of their own
national objectives.

LPC resources for such P role, we see that most, now have
at least a modest reservoir of trained people. Post have an embryonic
in-titutional t a c, and most have at least rudiment s ^'- -orial

volt realiz, that whole-cloth adontion of practices suitlf, t, tc>
',velooc4 wohl' counterproducti7e, :1"4 1h:it



g,'or tat 11 it V rilst rrecede innowit iv' nro rrr.s.
':,.on he nreci., rouh +- cu.l fy as renerrch.

thcv welcominr, the new role, the lender:, or t1drveloninr, countries are assumin heavy resnonsi hi 1 it ies. To 1vial/C seer w:th :Teat sat isracti )n t he P.rordh ir many or t''at."ori`.ical mass" t rained marnower wit v- -wood or I i r (.--)unt ryconsidt rable experience in movir Apveimment act
rorward, and sl;fri,-.'ient professional hackcroun'i to rate

me7her.; t e war. nrofessional , nol t , and
:

communit y.

is 7rour or skilled are experienced neo..,10 SIf ,fror i consnicuo':-; handican: lack of accesc to ir. , -«re* ;rnt- "ram foreic-,n s t +1-,ey are r; ';+,T; j C(: frc:
c.1,rrents or wo,-ldwid.e pro.fessionr.1 and scient iric t',
nc rear' y access t o t !e v:,st and expo:len. mall., -1 .1f i Hy:inrorrat ion Pit] mc rnt.0(4 not cnl in t'se , 1 r 'in ot h-T 172,9 as we] I . The skills i 11 a' 0 ;,r T`4', ori tl 0; -Years or :;1,1dv ahrodd in 3-archinr; quart it,ie;; or inr 2-f source:: and In L,e"iect mr and organi ir,-; nert i rf-ntOft et. wIsen t hey have N rrned t Si .

p sit nation or 0-e ootent ial rcse,.r.,; r
countries is nor' rver ror,, difei0 i:14 t ipr to "Vc. hi r,,,,ho are action-oriented decision-makers and
do not have t + %, it al r1;-,:ess I o te P xi s' in o .1.-'wrich has hen, and is still he Lnr, cTener:ited nit cc t'v niece fro'n a
rultitude or Pr:=.vious and current, workers Pf fort .. or 0,0 t ,»Isor his reearcb trnde s conies the LT.-)C

- orr,--.10vant. '.iteral ur of n:,st and on,,oini act Ivit it :; 1,ot o .

sure that 're is not "re-inventi mi. the Wheal '130 tohe could not have crr: t ed had he not steered himsel in
-ca G'e;t4 di..;coveries.

1, converse flaw to 1,7'C lack of access to informat ion is t. 1:)k"-)r (.3k 1 shod s hv which product s of T IC exnerienco An,;
can routinely find their way into depositories for st,,dv by othcr.. A

'irect ional flow of anpropri to ion
1 required a:. race-t 1-face workinr rel,-,tiory;hins with forei

aAvi :,ors t he t raditional tc c.'-n co L 'sui-t an 0 dw..rq",f

t 1.1P or course, much info r-at ion has, in fact, he,'n
t o '7C:: in h-= course of joint, tr' iv tieo. 41"most Part, this irrormation I- as beer. selczted iv knowledtable -.

ry'v icor:, from t e yr, t available ir; he in : rlv cto the worK in hary4. The-e is no doubt that 3,1ch knowled r: n ,'or
is been hre ficial, but t he locus of deoision-r-,kim-, 1-,ern w HI



t', oltsiders. It has in the main been a situational Providint )'
Lformation: selected rese.. cm Papers for the entvmologist workih- or
--c,'ect-related research which was chosen jointly by t'ie LPC scientist,
t'r foreiui advisor; or P library of hooks and other ref(rence

7'erials, usuall selected 1-y the foreign advisor or by ".S.-hisc.0
Personnel as part or an institution-huildinr

.

tn the 1960s, '1''s "hook gap" and central hook "rd
provided further information transfer, but emp.la,;i,, ---e
mation related to suecific joint project venture, th,-, on a :t-'
m,nt of a broad-gaiged informition system itself.

Tn recent years, interest in information stor:,:T,

-isemination has grown both because the nroblems es aei,+ed ..1th
information dissemination have become more visi'le :'rk" bPCM:),

'"' notential of new technologies to surmount former bariers.
e.n now comnuterize and miniaturize our informatin resource .
have aqtomated techniques of acouisit ion, storage and retrievil. .0
cnr, enlist telecommunications inclndine: communications ,

di-it al transmission, facsimile and cathode rav
fe can now answer specific questions with a bibllorra:''-v e- P
neper or resume or summary of trends almost in3tantl. Nn
we need to prevision what the information needs may be by n-ovt,'In.- r
ent ire library of volumes to await possible use. All too of en thf
tr3ditional "library" is a static_ and dated repository, 'bail inr tho
ser to the older knowledge in rapidly chancing fields, Ne now have

the mer.ns to help develop the habit of seeking information bcfor-
action decisions are made.

It seems appropriate now, as ATP moves into a new or .:o'':ber:,-

t ion requiring more independent problem attack and sC,7.1:4 hv
themselves, to begin a serious study of the complix Tteb>m of n:,'ah-
lishing more enduring, user-responsive and systematized information
transfer. The system should it each case he nryiciric to the LPC in
ryiestion. It is probable that only the higher levels of such an :,TX.;

inform.ition system could he directly serviced from existing inforra-
t ion repositories in the developed world. Adaptation and simplifying
of material for, say, the village farmer, would seir to be the
reponsibility of the ITC itself.

ri attack on the information dissemination problem ^as some
unusual characteristics. First, donor agencies tend to 'e :):."aa!ly
action oriented. They nlan and carry out an operational nrolect or
complete a research. Then they move on to the next zction sten.
Storage for efficient and wide dissemination or results is not part. of
'he :'ob; it req,Ares, in fact, information systems skills di"f.ri'ni
iron but no less substantive than those or the agricultu-e, health,
engineering or sociil science experts. Second, much of the Problem is



*-P seer ouaptity of material produced 1),* P activities in iNdu5trial
countries, a large nort of it market-oriented, not develonment-or'onfed.
'ven when annronrinte for IX nurroses, information rust be it
rormat sated for t-P intended ser. Third, thou -,h rerd 'r-

reater access to inforra*ion is evident in all sectors 0' Ln: r'ey%'on-
rent, no one sector or professional field sees a brorr",y
informatinn sYstem -s n nrior:ty over here-and-now der,rd

on reso,:rces. ';p tend to consider information shnrinc, vital fbut
nerir'-eral. The ore excention In trTn proftram activities to date il r

rowini! network or a :ri..:2tural re:,c1rch imItitoes. To te 0;!,,+

their reqearch DreelJCtS are ltimately n: acrd in " '-

`'" :r for di sser n,* i )n hayond the part ic na t in - chpl ;; and -

tut- i ors rosearch will be - valuable "

T,nOs and, indeed, to the developed nations well.

Pside fr,m ai-riculture, some very sneciric and is
are heinp fldertaken here and there in !,!*:), mIrl- -

information strracte "or ready retrieval, but r,
'"irl to the institutional development of the inforration '

those LPCs which -"r ready to take advantaee of the r,)mo,'Pr;:,0
nation resources of the develoned world. The fact. 15 tla' *he

resources are tremeidous, hut, their utility and roa51:res 1, make them

accessible to LDCs on some continuing basis have not beer

Tn addition to LPG needs for access to information, A.T.D itser

heen unable to cone with its own internal information organi'ation and
with ''lacing of its program and research documents where they wi'7
receive the broadest utilization. Here amain, piecemeal or;Thr4q

hein,7 undertaken, and they should be analyzed and woven into a%. er74---11

.wstem.

i",ri :Action nroposal

:10 propose that PIP take the leadership in dovelopino; inora* ion
na,7,ement capabilities to serve LPCs and to become eventually o,)rt of

a worldwide system. Included are two subordinate emnhases: 1) tnoro-

nriate orrani',,tion and storarT of AID documents of cont.nuir- uti:tv

to t.TD itself and to LPG and other users; and 7) planninv, and imn''.,men-

t.fion to tho ,,xi out. feasible of the inform:,tion 5stem in cefcte(1

7.PCs.

There are several reasons why should taw, such lr,aders;,H:

1) "'re ".S. has excellence in information 3vstems, mann,,me: and

h-zr(iwarP.

9) The retention and exnansion of Overseas markets would he benericial
in different ways to both the LDCs and the 1.L.

1) The 1p,-ge-scale international information systems which may

evolve within the decade of the 1970s have been conceived and



-11nncd primarily by scientists with the need .1 of
countries as nrimary emphasis.

I') 4.P can ensure that, future worldwide information systems "'n rOM-
nptible with "., systems and +'.S./LDC drvelonment goals. Clo:lp

consultation and coordination are needed right now with multi-
lateral agencies evincing P concern with creation of information
systems.

There is a need to ensure an emphasis en estahlishin7 an informa-
tion infrastructure in developing countries and nroviding ror
inclhsion of IDCs in systems when their capabilities normit.

A) ATD has trained thousands or LDC people, has developed institu-
tions, but has failed so far to devise a mocaoism to nro,.;-
ready access to new information from all sources in rievo:()I-0
and develonin, countries alike.

Pronosed Project: Analysis of Information Needs nrd ;i0';ource

A project of one year's duration would ider*ify the rollowir-:
the content, areas considered by both PIP and LTIC nersorrrl to I), of

basic importance in the develonment context; a rough magnitude nf it

reser,'rch renorts and other documents available for storage and di.cser-d_
nation; a survey and description of existing informotion storage
repositories in the U.S. and other countries which would be of ro4entii:.
utility to PID nd LDC personnel in the content areas of importance;
analysis of fit between needs and resources; a factual summary of all
multillteral efforts in this rield at this time; specification or
nrocedure and cost, of tanning into the major resources; general out-

lines of an PIP strategy for assisting in creation of LDC national
information systems, promoting greater access to anpronriate informa-
ti'n by LPCs, and ror feeding LDC-developed materials into the sm
sources.

.Jince by its very nature and goal this Activity has worldwide'
scone, it is suggested that. the Technical Assistance Pureau undertake
the initiative. TA/EIR would propose that the information sector
activity be managed by TTR with a multidisciplinnry PIP input, a con-
sultant group including an information systems specialist, a "hprOw,,ne"
generalist, a cornuter expert, a telecommunications snPrinlist, and
one or two rer,espntatives of the "user groan." uetails of the, con-

sultant groun and of representation of interested governmental and non-
governmental entities would need to be planned when the nroject is
descrihed in greater detail.

Near the end of the one-year study and analysis, the contract
'or DPSP) officer would plan with the AT monitorLig ofrice A one -day
or two-day conference for presentation and discussion of findings z,nd
recommendations. 'commendations night be c'xnected to embrace the r.nir
outlines of a suggested multi-year nrogram, orrh or whos,
sn::nents might he a r'iscrOe and signiricnnt cortributir to Af7/17,;
develoment s+ rate .
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X. AID Professional Staff Development in Education

At a recent TAB retreat, there was considerable discus-
sion of the need for a dynamic program of professional staff

development to achieve the career potentials of our staff, and
to more effectively conduct the development assistance program
of the Jtgency. Under our charter as a Bureau, this is one of
our responsibilities.

We propose, during the next six months, to design a com-
prehensive, flexible program for AID education officers, in
partnership with the Regional Bureaus, the Field Ni'.1'3iCI1c art,-1

the Training Bnanch of the Manpower Development DivtL vi.


